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Abstract  

In this paper we consider the problem of congestion control in mobile ad-hoc networks 

(MANETs). For the different structure TCP do not work properly with the specific effects 

occurring in MANETs. This is because TCP has originally been designed for the Internet, a 

network with different properties. As a consequence, appropriate congestion control is widely 

considered to be a key problem for MANETs.  
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Introduction  

A mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes forming an ad-hoc network without 

the assistance of any centralized structures. These networks introduced a new art of network 

establishment and can be well suited for an environment where either the infrastructure is lost 

or where deploy an infrastructure is not very cost effective [1]. The popular IEEE 802.11 

"WI-FI" protocol is capable of providing ad-hoc network facilities at low level, when no 

access point is available [2]. However in this case, the nodes are limited to send and receive 

information but do not route anything across the network. Mobile adhoc networks can operate 

in a standalone fashion or could possibly be connected to a larger network such as the 

Internet. Mobile adhoc networks can turn the dream of getting connected "anywhere and at 

any time" into reality. Typical application examples include a disaster recovery or a military 

operation. Not bound to specific situations, these networks may equally show better 

performance in other places [3]. As an example, we can imagine a group of peoples with 

laptops, in a business meeting at a place where no network services is present [4-6]. They can 

easily network their machines by forming an ad-hoc network. This is one of the many 

examples where these networks may possibly be used. The ad hoc routing protocols AODV, 

DSR and DSDV are three of the promising routing protocols. They can be used in mobile ad 

hoc networks to rout packets between mobile nodes.  
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TCP RENO  

This RENO retains the basic principle of Tahoe, such as slow starts and the coarse grain 

retransmit timer. However it adds some intelligence over it so that lost packets are detected 

earlier and the pipeline is not emptied every time a packet is lost. Reno requires that we 

receive immediate acknowledgement whenever a segment is received. The logic behind this 

is that whenever we receive a duplicate acknowledgment, then his duplicate acknowledgment 

could have been received if the next segment in sequence expected, has been delayed in the 

network and the segments reached there out of order or else that the packet is lost. If we 

receive a number of duplicate acknowledgements then that means that sufficient time have 

passed and even if the segment had taken a longer path, it should have gotten to the receiver 

by now. There is a very high probability that it was lost. So Reno suggests an algorithm 

called Fast ReTransmit‘. Whenever we receive 3 duplicate ACKs we take it as a sign that the 

segment was lost, so we re-transmit the segment without waiting for timeout. Thus we 

manage to retransmit the segment with the pipe almost full. Another modification that RENO 

makes is in that after a packet loss, it does not reduce the congestion window to 1. Since this 

empties the pipe. It enters into an algorithm which we call ‗Fast-Re-Transmit‘. New RENO 

New RENO is a slight modification over TCPRENO. It is able to detect multiple packet 

losses and thus is much more efficient that RENO in the event of multiple packet losses. Like 

RENO, New-RENO also enters into fastretransmit when it receives multiple duplicate 

packets, however it differs from RENO in that it doesn’t exit fast-recovery until all the data 

which was out standing at the time it entered fast recovery is acknowledged. The fastrecovery 

phase proceeds as in Reno, however when a fresh ACK is received then there are two cases: 

If it ACK‗s all the segments which were outstanding when we entered fast recovery then it 

exits fast recovery and sets CWD to threshold value and continues congestion avoidance like 

Tahoe. If the ACK is a partial ACK then it deduces that the next segment in line was lost 

and it re-transmits that segment and sets the number of duplicateACKS received to zero. It 

exits Fast recovery when all the data in the window is acknowledged [7].  

The main objectives of this thesis project are:  

(1) Implementing the existing AODV, DSR and DSDV routing protocols in ns2  

(2) Comparing the performance the protocols under following TCP variants (i) TCP New 

RENO (ii) TCP SACK 
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Figure1: Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) 

Methodology  

Congestion control in MANET To maintain and allocate network resources effectively and 

fairly among a collection of users is a major issue. The resources shared mostly are the 

bandwidth of the links and the queues on the routers or switches. Packets are queued in these 

queues awaiting transmission. When too many packets are contending for the same link, the 

queue overflows and packets have to be dropped. When such drops become common events, 

the network is said to be congested. In Ad-hoc networks, since there is no fixed infrastructure 

there are no separate network elements called routers and hence the mobile nodes themselves 

act as the routers (i.e. they are responsible for routing the packets). Congestion control 

methods can be router centric or host/node centric. In existing congestion control methods, 

the source is informed about the congestion in the network so that either it may slow down 

the packet transmission rate or find an alternate route which may not necessarily be an 

optimal route. It must be pointed out that all the congestion control methods are able to 

inform the source about the congestion problem because they use Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP). COMPARISION OF TCP VARIANTS TCP Reno: More than half of the 

coarse grained timeouts of Reno are prevented by Vegas as it detects and re-transmits more 

than one lost packet before timeout occurs. It doesn‘t have to always wait for 3 duplicate 

packets so it can retransmit sooner. It doesn‘t reduce the congestion window too much 

prematurely. The advantages that it has in congestion avoidance and bandwidth utilization 

over Tahoe exist here as well. It can suffer from performance problems when multiple 

packets are dropped from a window of data. TCP New-Reno: It prevents many of the coarse 

grained timeouts of New-Reno as it doesn‘t need to wait for 3duplicate ACK‘s before it 

retransmits a lost packet. Its congestion avoidance mechanisms to detect incipient‘ congestion 
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are very efficient and utilize network resources much more efficiently. Because of its 

modified congestion avoidance and slow start algorithm there are fewer retransmits. TCP 

Sack: TCP Vegas doesn‘t have a clear cut advantage over SACK TCP. The only field where 

it appears to outperform SACK is: In its estimation of incipient congestion, and its efficient 

estimation of congestion by measuring change in throughput rather than packet loss. This 

would result in a better utilization of bandwidth and lesser congestion. Also it appears more 

stable than SACK, The reason for this being that SACK uses packet losses to denote 

congestion. So that the sender continually increase sending rate until there is congestion. This 

cycle continues and the system keeps on oscillating. Another advantage of TCP Vegas or 

rather the disadvantage of SACK is that it is not very easy to incorporate SACK in the current 

TCP. Simulation Tool The simulation study is done by using widely recognized and 

improved network simulator NS-2 version 2.29.3 for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). 

NS-2 is powerful for simulating ad-hoc networks. In NS-2 the user has to imagine of a 

scenario, the number of nodes to be placed in the scenario, and then write the TCL scripts 

(.tcl file) specifying the node configurations parameters and some other ns commands 

required to start and stop ns. The user has also to create the movement and connection files 

that together represent the scenario. The output of the simulation is a trace file (.tr), which is 

logged with each and every event that took place during the simulation. This file can then be 

used for obtaining measures such as mobility, throughput, end-toend delay, and packet loss 

measurement. An optional output is the NAM [15] supported file (.nam) that logs the 

necessary events to help visualize the scenario using the NAM. The NAM is a post 

simulation process that shows how the nodes moved and how they were connected during the 

simulation. Another optional output is xgraph [15], which shows a graphical output for a 

specific measurement. The AODV, DSR and DSDV protocols are also provided as part of the 

NS-2 installation. The TCP congestion control techniques were implemented by editing patch 

files in the NS2 codes.  

Results  

Performance Evaluation For different node density in a fixed area, we performed a series of 

three simulation runs. Each simulation run tested a different technique: TCP Newreno, TCP 

SACK, TCP FACK and TCP Vegas. In each run a set of performance measurements were 

made for each of the two routing protocols at each of several node densities from 40 nodes to 

100 nodes. 
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Fig 2: TCP Newreno for various node densities and different routing Protocols 

Figure no.2 represents TCP Newreno for all the measurement of throughput. When 20 nodes 

are used in the grid, DSR routing protocol performs very well then the other two protocols 

i.e. AODV and DSDV. AODV and DSDV almost give same throughput. However, when the 

nodes increase in the grid throughput also changes. Now when we consider the other set of 

measurement we notice that the throughput of the network gradually increases on using 

AODV routing protocol and also for DSDV but for DSR routing protocol the throughput is 

continuously varying at different node densities and it provides high throughput when we use 

60nodes in the grid. On an average DSR routing protocol provides a better throughput 

compared to the other routing protocols. 

Evaluation of TCP SACK 

 

Fig 3: TCP SACK for various node densities and different routing Protocols 
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Figure no. 3 represents TCP SACK for all the measurement of throughput. TCP SACK gives 

better throughput than other variants in most of the scenarios. This is because it avoids 

frequent retransmission of packets by sending selective acknowledgements. This mechanism 

is better than the mechanisms used in TCP New RENO where in multiple packet losses lead 

to frequent retransmission of packets. But we also see that performance decreases as the 

nodes increases.  

Conclusion  

We calculated the performance of two TCP variants; they are TCP New RENO, TCP SACK, 

for three different routing protocols. After analyzing the performance from simulated data 

and graphs obtained, we found that TCP Vegas is better than any other TCP variants for 

sending data and information due to its better TCP Vegas for various node densities and 

different routing protocols. 0 100 200 300 400 500 40 60 80 100 No. of Nodes 

Throughput(kbps) AODV DSR DSDV 39 Packet Delivery Fraction and Avg. end- to- end 

delay. TCP Vegas also showed a consistent performance for all three routing protocols as an 

average. Whereas the others had varied response to the different routing protocols specially 

DSR showed a drop in throughput as nodes number increased. DSR is not good for high 

mobility and high number of nodes. This is due to fine tuning of congestion window size by 

taking into consideration the RTT of a packet, whereas other reactive protocols like TCP 

New RENO, SACK, and FACK continue to increase their window size until packet loss is 

detected. We hope these results will be of some use in future study in this area helping the 

growing interest and resulting in the required protocol for today’s high demanding world.  
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